This course serves as an introduction to the grammar, syntax, vocabulary and structure of the Latin language. This course teaches Latin not as a spoken language but as a language that is read and written. Not only will this class teach the first half of the textbook but we will also take the time to contextualize the language in the culture and literature of Rome. So: why take Latin?

1) It's super fun!
2) Completion of the Latin language sequence will fulfill the language requirement for a BA!
3) Students who take Latin consistently get among the highest GRE, LSAT, and MCAT scores!
4) You'll get to talk about all kinds of fun things, like Hannibal and elegiac poetry and Roman wedding traditions that you definitely won't get to talk about in any other class!
5) It's super fun!

Fall 2022  MTWU: 9:30-10:20

This course fulfills K-State 8 Aesthetic Interpretation or Historical categories; completion of the Latin sequence fulfills BA language requirement; completion of Latin sequence will also provide International Overlay credit.